A Day Out in Merry Old England
Prelude:- On Friday evening I referred to my father's TV, as the Tell-LIE-Vision, he
did not take kindly to this. However, this is the simple truth.
This weekend I visited a Supermarket to sample the mood.
I walked in through the front entrance along with plenty of other regular shoppers.
There was a security guard at the entrance watching his CCTV / security screens and
not watching the folks coming in.
I spent around ten or fifteen minutes walking throughout nearly every aisle in the
supermarket. Approximately 300-400 people doing their shopping. Approximately
100% of people wearing masks.
I have to say I that I was truly shocked to witness these terrible scenes. Prior to
entering the store, I had expected to see some with masks and some without, but no
I did not see a single shopper without a mask! Out of a very large sample size.
Having done my rounds, I had seen enough and so finally I walked behind the tills to
where folk pack their shopping up, near where the Photo-Me booth is.
I pressed record and started shooting an iPhone video from the side of the tills after
people pay. I walked the length of the tills and took in as many people as possible. All
wearing masks - all of them! Some of the till women even had the full-face visors
on.
Maybe the middle aged till ladies are studying at the Open University and in future
they aspire to upgrade from supermarket till work to scientific research in an
international virology lab, developing the next synthetic CoViD-2025 or CoViD-2030 weaponised version, “(un)naturally”.
At approximately 50 seconds an Asda woman approached me, “you're not allowed
to record video in here”. She attempted to reach for / block my iPhone.
I had completed my recording anyway and I had completed my visit.
I had finished and I left the store. Security guard chased after me, me walking, him

running, with his decorative slave muzzle mask on, him panting or gasping for
breath, myself walking.
He was squealing (like a pig!) into his security radio, “Phone the police, phone the
police” “he's wearing jeans and a t-shirt” (amazing description!) Columbo eat your
heart out.
I walked off the property and reflected on those scenes of all those people muzzled
like slaves or folk locked up in prison. I had not seen a single person opting to not
wear a mask.
It is the news this weekend that Sainsbury Costa Others Etc are not going to enforce
the masks.
There is no science or medicine behind masks, in fact there is plenty of weight to
masks causing issues e.g. anxiety, asthma, breathing issues, etc. The masks which
folk wear do absolutely nothing to/for a virus. The packaging of masks states: “Does
not protect against Covid-19 or corona viruses”.
If Masks were needed by the public to stay safe, then they would have been
implemented on March 23rd 2020 or sooner. They were not. They were implemented
four whole months later, as some kind of bizarre societal authoritarianism control
measure.
Why are the Government Making (trying!) us wear masks?
The masks intend to condition the thought patterns of the public at large that “we
need something to protect us from the virus”. Masks are an interim stage. That
later becomes, “the vaccine is ready”. After pre-conditioning through widespread
mandatory masks “we need something to protect us from the virus”. Folk will “want
to volunteer” to accept the vaccine.
Any quick vaccine cannot possibly be safe.
The only people that maybe need a Corona virus vaccine are the Old people and the
already with health issues people.
I have also heard multiple discussion gloves being brought in.
We are simply witnessing one of the greatest PSYOPS psychological manipulations
and domestic terrorism being perpetrated by the Government on the Great British
Folk, and many other countries.

The mandate is clear.
REJECT THE MASKS.
Hold your freedoms dear. Don't do anything you don't want to do.
Don't adopt a “new normal” which is at your severe detriment.
Bowing to down to state authoritarianism is making your lives much worse and
setting a dangerous precedent for all of us, our friends family’s children.
The Government (and police) are supposed to serve and protect us. They do not.
On 19th March 2020, the “virus” was reclassified as no longer a high incidence
disease.
From NHS England official statistics taking the demographic group, all of England,
hospitals, all trusts, people aged 0 to 59, with no prior health issues, the total deaths
from the “virus” is 302 persons in total since 1st January 2020.
It is not a pandemic. It has never been a pandemic.
The virus only exists in materials from the Government and mainstream media, TV
News etc.
Government are grabbing at our freedoms and civil liberties.
The virus is over; however this horse shit is nowhere near over. Expect the
Government to grab at more of your freedoms and civil liberties between now and
Christmas and into 2021.
When and where all this craziness stops, no-one even knows.
The “virus” is being used to usher in the following measures:
Agenda 2030, sustainable cities, mass vaccinations, possible mandatory vaccinations,
Virus ID, National ID, removal of cash, Eugenics, authoritarianism, partial list not an
exhaustive list.
Look into it yourself, do you own research.
Give up mainstream news, all the news is owned by a few billionaire companies.
They are lying to you. Go behind the façade of horse shit to understand things

properly for yourself.
The Government do not care about us - that is very, very clear.
There was no need for people age 0 to 60 with no prior health conditions to go into
Lockdown.
The only people that needed to stay home was old people and those with prior
health conditions.
The greatest PSYOPS psychological operations in human history.
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